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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents background of the study, statements of the problem,

purposes of the study, significance of the study, scope and limitation, and definition

of key terms. Each section is described as follows:

1.1 Background of the Study

Literature is created from the author’s imaginations and ideas. It can

be applied from human’s daily activities. According to Welleck and Warren (in

Taufika, 2006), literature is a piece of writing, which expresses and communicates

thought, feeling, and attitude of life. In other word, literature helps us to express our

feelings and idea. Literature is a subject which discusses about difference of writing

in expression, poetry, essay, or history. Some students think that studying literature is

difficult. It is because they do not know the advantages of studying literature and also

they are not interested in learning literature.

Connoly (in Taufika, 2006), mentions two kinds of literature. They are

literature of knowledge and literature of imagination. Literature of knowledge

interprets fact, ideas, or happening; a description of a person or a place, the

explanation of scientific, process, the account of war, or the discussion of political

issues. This type of literature comprising autobiography and the personal narrative,
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biography and history, and various form of essay, appeals primary to the sense of

reason intelligence. Literature of imagination interprets experience by a fictitious

presentation of persons, ideas, and events.

Connoly also mentions that the reason for reading literature is because

of hunger of information, or amusement, or solace, because of an appetite for truth

that seem to grow by what it feeds on. So, reading literature gives us many

advantages in several aspects. Reading literature can refresh our mind, add our

feeling and imagination. It also makes us get enjoyment because it is dealing with

human life. Literary works such as drama, short story, or novel are good to increase

human’s knowledge. When we study about literature, especially film, it will not only

add our knowledge but also give us many experiences. A film may give us new

important issues through the imagination which is able to see in the real life. So,

literature helps us understand human interest, problems, etc.

Film belongs to part of literature as drama. As peripatetic pictures,

film is reproduction of fact with simple reproduction (Ajidarma, 2002;44). Film

usually involves actors and actress to be performed. Film also using script to make

easier actors and actress during they are acting. Film are made to entertain and

convey messages to audience.

According to Blum (2005:21), malpractice is a form of professional

negligence in which measurable injury occurs to a plaintiff patient as the direct result

of an act or omission by the defendant practitioner. Malpractice usually occurs when

the doctors or another instance fails to give or provide standard quality for their
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patients. As we know that, malpractice is a serious problem in medical world. Many

death cases happen after the doctor gives wrong medical treatment for their patients.

This case automatically makes some people or patients feel worried to take many

kinds of treatments in hospitals. Malpractice case can be seen in the film “Awake”.

The phenomenon of malpractice case is interesting to be analyzed, especially that was

shown by Clayton Berresford as the main character of “Awake” film. Through

analyzing it, the readers will know about malpractice, kinds of malpractice, causes of

malpractice, etc.

There are some reasons why the researcher chooses the title above.

First, film is the media of literary work that gives us many advantages in several

aspects, such as; we can get message from film and also it can add our knowledge

about kinds of human characters. Second, the researcher assumes that by analyzing

film the readers can learn how to express something, they can learn how to solve

problem from the film. Film also shows the condition and situation of human life.

Based on the explanation above, the researcher is interested in

conducting a literary study entitled “ Awake “ film. The researcher wants to analyze

phenomenon of malpractice case in the film “ Awake ”. The researcher wants to

know what the doctor’s motive to have malpractice to Clayton Berresford in the film

“ Awake “. The researcher also wants to know what the effect of malpractice for

Clayton Berresford and his family in the film “ Awake “.
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1.2 Statement of the Problems

Based on the background of the study, the research problems are formulated

as follows:

1. What kinds of malpractice are faced by Clayton Berresford in the film

“Awake“?

2. What is the doctor’s motive to have malpractice to Clayton Berresford in

the film “Awake“?

3. What is the effect of malpractice toward himself and his family in the film

“Awake“?

1.3 Purpose of the Study

Based on the statement of problems, the Purpose of study are:

1. To know the kinds of malpractice faced by Clayton Berresford in the film

“ Awake “

2. To know the doctor’s motive to have malpractice in the film “ Awake “

3. To describe the effects of malpractice for  himself and his family in the

film “Awake“

1.4 Significance of the Study

The result of this study hopefully gives valuable contribution,

generally for all readers, lecturers, and especially for the student of English

department, which are described as follows:
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1. This study can be used by the readers to anticipate, solve, and identify the

problem of human being that may happen in their personal life, social,

education, health, and soon.

2. This study is expected to enrich the study of literature, especially the study

of film. When the readers are studying literature, especially film “Awake”,

it will give the moral value for them.

3. The readers would understand about malpractice case that happens in

“Awake” film.

4. The researcher hopes that this study can used by the readers as references

in reading literature.

1.5 Scope and Limitation

There are many interesting aspects in the film “ Awake “ to be

analyzed, but the researcher only focus on malpractice case of Clayton

Berresford as the main character. In addition, the limitation of this study is on

kinds, the doctor’s motive, and the effect of malpractice to himself and his

family.

1.6 Definition of Key Terms

The purpose of giving definition of key terms is to avoid having

misunderstanding. The definition of key terms are:

1. Literature is a piece of writing, which expresses and communicates

thought, feeling, and attitude of life (Welleck and Warren, 1989;23)

2. Film is reproduction of fact with simple reproduction (Ajidarma,2002;44)
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3. Malpractice is a form of professional negligence in which measurable

injury occurs to a plaintiff patient as the direct result of an act or omission

by the defendant practitioner (Blum, 2005;21)

4. Clayton Berresford is the main character on “ Awake “ a film being

discussed

5. “ Awake “ is the title of the film


